FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

SPECIAL UPDATE: THE STATE OF DEBT CAPITAL MARKETS
MARCH 16, 2020, 12PM EST

TO OUR VALUED CLIENTS
We’ve been closely monitoring the response of lenders to recent volatility across the capital marketplace and broader equity markets.
While the longer-term impact on the debt market is still evolving and unknown, the short-term impact includes a disruption to overall
credit liquidity and a slowdown in new business origination. Below, we attempt to provide guidance and clarity to a situation that
appears to be evolving daily, if not hourly. As a leader in the capital markets space, it is our responsibility to keep you abreast of the
latest developments. We are talking to 100+ capital sources and investors daily. We strongly encourage you to reach out directly to
us should you have any questions on topics you would like to discuss. We are here to help navigate our clients through this volatility.
To be clear, we are seeing lenders continue to both quote and close loans.
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LIFE INSURANCE COMPANIES
Insurance companies have been reluctant to reestablish rate floors amidst the ongoing volatility. The major players remain open for
business - selectively - but are tightening the strike zone and not necessarily lowering cost of debt thus far. Several life companies
have temporarily halted rate locks for new loan applications, further indicating a conservative approach to new business. During the
week of March 9th, we saw several life companies lower the previously established fixed rate floors of 3.0% - 3.25% down to 2.75% 2.85% depending on asset type (multi-family, of course, getting the most favorable treatment). That floor was occurring when the 10
year treasury was closer to 75-100 bps. This floor is worth watching as it is one of the few sources of OPPORTUNITY for borrowers
to take advantage. Historically, low long-term, fixed rate loans are available from balance sheet lenders that understand the value of
strong credit.

COMMERCIAL BANKS
Balance sheet lenders - notably commercial banks - remain open for business offering competitive rates. While banks are
understandably signaling tighter credit considerations, their spreads have generally widened no more than 25-50 basis points since
the Fed’s 50 basis point rate cut on March 3rd and the corresponding drop in treasuries, swaps, and Libor. We are seeing commercial
banks that typically do not require a Libor floor start to consider this in quoting new loans, albeit still at historically low levels. These
Libor floors were being whispered at ~75 bps during the week of March 9th. We will be watching this closely to see if these floors go
even lower after the Fed cut rates again on March 15th. The punchline: Prevailing coupon rates are at historic lows. Commercial banks
seem to be the most reliable capital source today as they are not subject to the swings of capital markets (ie CMBS) or warehouse
lines (ie finance companies).

CONSTRUCTION
We are seeing lenders take conservative adjustments to construction budgets based on supply chain disruption and the compounded
effects of COVID-19 on potential labor supply. While general lender sentiment errs in favor of continued construction lending practices,
we are monitoring construction credit liquidity closely. Sponsors who are proactively preparing contingency plans around the supply
chain, are being rewarded by lenders with more favorable treatment. Construction lending will also track by asset class with multifamily rental development and pre-leased commercial being most in favor. The most reliable lenders in this space will be those who
can see through the current volatility and focus on the delivery of sound business plans 18-24 months in the future.

HOSPITALITY
The impact on hotel debt has been abrupt: lenders almost universally taking pause on new debt pursuits and in some instances even
unwilling (or unable) to close on loans under application. Until the depth and breadth of COVID-19’s disruption to the lodging and
travel industry can be better interpreted, there will be a notable contraction of the hospitality lender universe and a widening of credit
spreads - the latter of which will be most prominent in the bridge lending space. For existing loans, there will clearly be distress given
the immediate impact to cash flows for the lodging sector. It is expected that lenders will be slow to act on remedies given the global
crisis. There is also chatter at the Federal level for some level of financial support to the lodging industry. See below for more on this,
but this dynamic continues to evolve and merits close attention over the coming days and weeks ahead.

SPECIALTY FINANCE COMPANIES
Funds and finance companies relying on leveraging their positions, borrowing from a warehouse line, or execution via CLO are suddenly
uncertain of pricing and/or forced to adjust their risk tolerance as their exit becomes less predictable and, potentially, less liquid. Facing
pressures from their respective counterparties, these lenders have been forced to take inventory of existing debt positions as well as
loans in process of closing, and are making tough decisions about ongoing lending parameters. Many lenders are increasingly critical
of index floors, LTV ratios, in-place cash flow and stressed cash flow analysis, and/or financial wherewithal of their borrowers and
guarantors. Overall, as it pertains to specialty finance companies, the following rings true: Groups who do not lever themselves may
not have been the cheapest source of capital historically, but in the current lending environment are certainly the most reliable. We
have seen a bifurcation of finance companies’ approach to the market volatility. One camp is seeking to gain market share by offering
solutions to borrowers (whether short term band-aid or long term); the other camp is looking to take advantage of the volatility to gain
outsized returns by exposing borrowers in a pinch. The key is to understand which camp the lenders you are engaging with fall in.

CMBS
As of the week of March 9th, the CMBS market was still very much open for business from a credit perspective. We still see this to
be the case and we will be closing loans in this space during the week of March 16th. The uncertainty in the CMBS space is two-fold.
There appears to be zero appetite from the bond market for hotel product. Most CMBS lenders are closed for hotel business until
further notice. The other form of uncertainty comes in the form of pricing. Throughout the weeks of March 2nd and March 9th, several
conduit and SASB deals attempted to price with poor results. As a result, certain lenders pulled securitizations altogether and others
“made a market” and executed their trades, albeit at levels much wider than originally underwritten. It remains to be seen if hedges
put on by these respective shops at closing were enough to protect loan sellers from taking a loss. We continue to hear from CMBS
lenders that there is liquidity for these bonds to clear at a “level” (read: pricing). The difficulty is finding what the level is at closing.
This is where we see the “relationship” side of CMBS come into play versus the commodity product many view it to be at times.

OPPORTUNISTIC CAPITAL
The temporary dislocation of the credit market has compelled various opportunistic hedge funds and private equity vehicles to offer
liquidity facilities particularly for TOE closings and similar acquisitions where lenders may have pulled out or significantly changed
loan terms.
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WHAT WE ARE WATCHING CLOSELY
THE FOMC’S FED FUNDS RATE HAS JUST BEEN CUT TO ZERO. FURTHERMORE, THE FED ALSO CUT RESERVE
REQUIREMENT RATIOS OF THOUSANDS OF BANKS TO ZERO. WE ARE PAYING CLOSE ATTENTION TO THE
CORRELATION OF 0% FED FUNDS RATE AND THE CREDIT SPREADS ACROSS DEBT CAPITAL MARKETS.

“FLATTENING THE CURVE” - WHETHER THE AVAILABILITY OF COVID-19 TESTING AND THE IMPLEMENTATION
OF SOCIAL DISTANCING WILL PROVE EFFECTIVE TO SLOW THE VIRUS’ RATE OF GROWTH AND MITIGATE THE
COMPOUNDING PRESSURES ON HEALTHCARE FACILITIES AND PROVIDERS ACROSS THE COUNTRY (AND
WORLD). AS WE HAVE HEARD REPEATEDLY, THE LONGER THIS VIRUS REMAINS UNCHECKED, THE MORE
RAPIDLY IT WILL SPREAD. HOWEVER, IT APPEARS THAT BOTH FEDERAL AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS ARE
TAKING THIS VERY SERIOUSLY AND IMPLEMENTING UNPRECEDENTED MEASURES.

THE ULTIMATE DETAILS OF WASHINGTON’S PLAN TO PROVIDE FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE TO COMPANIES IS
EVOLVING AND UNKNOWN. THIS IS WORTH PAYING VERY CLOSE ATTENTION TO. CLEARLY, A DECISIVE AND
SIGNIFICANT LEVEL OF SUPPORT WOULD SERVE TO QUELL THE UNCERTAINTY AROUND ALL INDUSTRIES,
AND OPEN UP FURTHER LIQUIDITY FROM THE MARKETS. THE PANDEMIC IS NOT SPECIFIC TO ONE ASSET
CLASS OR INDUSTRY. IT IS A TOTAL ECONOMIC PHENOMENON.

DISTRESSED SITUATIONS: ALTHOUGH OPPORTUNISTIC CAPITAL PROVIDERS ARE SENSING THEIR TIME
HAS COME, IT MERITS CLOSER ATTENTION HOW LENDERS ACROSS THE SPECTRUM WILL BEHAVE WITH
REGARD TO DISTRESS AMONG INDIVIDUAL LOANS. THERE IS CURRENTLY A GLOBAL FOCUS ON “SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY” DURING THIS PANDEMIC. LENDERS WILL FEEL COMPELLED TO PROVIDE LENIENCY TO
BORROWERS AND TENANTS THAT ARE IMPACTED BY THE VOLATILITY IN THE SHORT TERM AND AVOID THE
PUBLIC BACKLASH. IT IS ALSO BECOMING MORE AND MORE LIKELY THAT THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT WILL
PROVIDE THE SUPPORT AND THE TOOLS, INCLUDING LIQUIDITY, FOR LENDERS TO WEATHER THE STORM.
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